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Line functions between dipseudographs (directed graphs with loops and 
multiple lines) that preserve various types of line adjacencies (such as head-to- 
head or head-to-tail) are characterized. 
In 1932, Whitney [4] showed that, with four exceptions, line iso- 
morphisms between finite graphs are induced by isomorphisms. In 1945, 
Jung [2] gave a new proof of this result that, in addition to being very 
short and simple, showed that the assumption of finiteness was not needed. 
Hemminger [I] recently described the line isomorphisms between pseudo- 
graphs (i.e., graphs that are permitted to be infinite and which might 
contain loops and multiple lines) that are not induced by isomorphisms. 
The purpose of this paper is to present the corresponding results for 
dipseudographs. 
The first problem encountered is that of defining a line isomor~h~sm. 
For graphs it is clear that the criterion should be the preservation of line 
adjacencies. It is just as clear that this is unsatisfactory for di~sendogra~~s 
since it has nothing to do with the orientations of the lines. It is even 
suspect for pseudographs: e.g., there are four distinct such connected 
pseudographs with two lines. On the other hand, it certainly seems 
desirable that line isomorphisms should at least preserve the adjacency of 
lines. The problem is to decide how much more information should be 
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preserved: e.g., should a line isomorphism-also preserve the fact that two 
lines have a common initial point, or that the initial point of one is the 
terminal point of the other, etc. 
Because of the large number of possibilities we are led to define various 
relations on the line set of a dipseudograph and talk about W-isomorphisms 
between dipseudographs (instead of line isomorphisms), where 9 is a 
subset of the set of relations defined. 
In Section 2 we see that the hierarchy among these sets of relations has 
a very pleasing regularity to it. 
In Section 3 we give characterization theorems for four of the W-iso- 
morphisms that come close to being induced by isomorphisms. These four 
have a great deal in common; their primary difference has to do with how 
they map terminal lines. 
In Section 4 we discuss the lower level 95isomorphisms not covered 
in Section 3. 
The final section is devoted to showing the connection between the 
study of W-isomorphisms and that of isotopies. 
1. DEFINITIONS 
A dipseudograph G is an ordered triple (V(G), E(G), r) where 
V(G) n E(G) = m, V(G) + .@ (it may be infinite), and Y : E(G) -+ 
V(G) x V(G) (ordered pairs). The elements of V(G) are called points and 
the elements of E(G) are called lines. If 01 E E(G) and I = [a, a], 01 is 
called a loop at a; if 01, j3 E E(G) with F(U) = r(p), then cx and /3 are called 
multiple lines and ,8 is called a multiple of 01. If F(U) = [a, a’] and 
r(p) = [a, a’] or [a’, a], then 01 and p are said to be parallel lines. If 
a E V(G), then S(a) = (a E E(G) : J’(E) = [a, a’] or [a’, a] for some 
a’ E V(G)> is called the cluster of G centered at a and C is called a cluster 
if C = S(u) for at least one a. C is called a star, or star centered at a, if 
C C S(u) for some a E V(G). The notation for clusters will be very useful 
so we specialize it a bit more: S+(u) = (cx E S(u) : r(ol) = [a, a’] for some 
a’ E V(G)}, S-(u) = {a E S(u) : T(a) = [a’, a] for some a’ E V(G)), 
L(u) = S+(u) n S-(u) which is the set of loops at a, (S - L)+(u) = 
S+(u) - L(u), and (S - L)-(u) = S-(u) - L(u). We will write S,(u) if we 
need to emphasize or clarify that S(u) is a cluster in G. We will also use the 
notation St(u) and F(u) where t and --t are distinct members of the set 
{+, -1, e.g., st(u) = S+(a) if t is -. We call a E V(G) a terminal point 
if S(u) _C S(u’) for some a’ # a. A terminal line is one incident with a 
terminal point. A sink is a point a with S(u) = (S - L)-(u) and a source is 
a point a with S(a) = (S - L)+(a). A terminal sink (source) is a terminal 
point that is also a sink (source). 
There are also some special dipseudographs we will refer to. 
ditriangle we mean a loopless dipseudograph with 3 oints and 3 lines 
where the lines are pairwise non-parallel. A dipseudotr ngle is a loopless 
dipseudograph on 3 points that contains ditriang~e. G is a 
dipseudograph if V(G) = A w B, A n =o, A,B#@ 
(S - L)+(a) for all a E A, and S(b) = (S L)-(b) for ah b E 
directed path if G is connected with / S+(a)\ and j S-(a)1 < I for al 
a E V(G) and with equality not always holding if G is finite. G is a dire&e ’ 
cycle of length n, n 3 1, if n = I V(G) and if G is connected wit 
j S+(a)1 = / S-(a)1 = 1 for all a E V(G). For a di~se~dogra~b G, let 
the dipseudograph obtained by deleting the terminal points, and ~~c~de~t 
lines, of G. Similarly, e is obtained by deleting the terminal sources and 
terminal sinks of G. The converse of 6, denoted by G’, is the di~seudQ~ra~~ 
with V(G) = V(G) and E(G’) = {a’ : u E E(G)), where I’(c$) = [a’, a] 
if and only if T(E) = [a, a’] in G. 
Next we need to define a number of relations on t 
dipseudograph G. K,(G) = {[cx, ,&I : 01 E S-(a) and p E S+(a) for some 
a E v(G)>, K+(G) = lb, PI : a, /3 E S+(a) for some a E V(G)), K-(G) = 
{[a, /3] : a, p E S-(a) for some a E V(G)), Kl(G) = K,(G) u K;‘(G) = 
(Em, PI : Ea, PI E K,(G) or [/3, LX] E K,,(G)), K,(G) = K+(G) w K-(G), and 
K(G) = K,(G) u K,(G). Note that K+ and K- are equivalence relations, 
K and & are reflexive and symmetric, and K is symmetric. Pf no confusion 
can arise we will usually write KO for K,(G), etc. Also we let d = 
([u, at] : a E E(G)}. 
The final set of definitions has to do with functions from one dipseudo- 
graph to another. Let G and H be two dipse~dograpbs. An is 
7 of G onto H is a one-to-one function of V(G) onto 
that iS+(ff) n S-(d)! = /S+(7(a)) n S-(7-(d))/ for all a, a’ E V( 
necessarily distinct). Let u be a one-to-one function of E(G) ont 
c is induced by an isomorphism r of G onto H if 0(,5+(a) 
S+(T(a)) n S-(r(a’)) for all a, a’ E V(G). The con rse of u, denoted by 
8, is the line function of E(G) onto E(W) given u’(a) = (U(U))‘” we 
say that u preserves a type of line set if a(a) is of that type w-henever T 
is of that type: e.g., 0 preserves loops if C(IX) is a loop whenever 01 is a loop, 
or CJ and a-l preserve multiple lines if 01 and ,6 are multiple lines if and only 
if ~(a) and ~(13) are multiple lines. We will also consider cases where 0 
preserves parallel lines, stars, and clusters. We say that u preserves stars 
in a consistent manner if there is a t E (+, -} such that for each a E V(G) 
there is a b E V(H) with u(S+(a)) C St(b) and a(P(a)) C S-Q); we call it 
a consistently positive manner if t is + and we call it a consistently negative 
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manner if t is -. If &? is a set of relations, then we say that G preserves 9 
if for each R E B we have [a(a), CJ@)] E R(H) whenever [01, p] E R(G). We 
say that cr is an 9Cisomorphism if CJ and 0-l preserve 9%‘. 
2. THE HIERARCHY OF 9%ISOMORPHISMS 
As indicated in the introduction we will be concerned with W-iso- 
morphisms with {K} C 8 C {& , K-, K+, Kl , K, , K}. There are 32 such 
9Gsomorphism. However, if we define 97 < W’ to mean that every 
W’-isomorphism is an 9Cisomorphism and if we define 9 = 97” if 9 < 9” 
and W’ < 9, then = is an equivalence relation on these 32 sets. It turns 
out that there are 15 equivalence classes which are as follows: 
(1) UG, K-, K+), UG, K-, K+, &I, VG , K-, K+, JG> and 
Wo , K-3 K+, fG , &I; 
(2) VG , K-, KJ, I& , K-, Kl , GJ, W,, K-, K), and C& , K-, Kl, K); 
(3) Wo, K+, &J&, K+,K, &~,Wo,K+,KLandUG, K+, Kl, K); 
(4) I%, &I, Wo,Kl ,&I, Wo, K), and UG ,K,, 9; 
(5) W, K+, &I and W-, K+, J&, KJ; 
(6) W, Kl, 42 and V-, K , K1; 
(7) W+, Kl, &I and W+, Kl, Kk 
(8) VG , &I and K , Kl; 
(9) {K-,K+,K} and {K-, K+,K,, K}; 
(10) W-3 Kz , K); 
(11) W+, K, > Kl; 
(12) V-3 K); 
(13) {K+, Kl; 
(14) VG ,Kj; 
(15) W>. 
Many of the indicated equivalences follow immediately from the definitions 
while the remaining ones follow from the observation that (Kl , K) = 
{Kl , K,) (see Lemma 1, part (h)). The line functions illustrated in Figure 1 
show that no further equivalences are possible: K, is not preserved in la; 
K- is not preserved in lb; and K+ is not preserved in lc. This figure also 
illustrate that for an 94somorphism to be induced by an isomorphism it 
is necessary that {K,, , K-, K+} < 9. We will see in Theorem 1 that this is 
also a sufficient condition. 
If we let S be the set obtained by taking the first set in each of the 15 
classes listed above, then Figure 2 is the lattice diagram of < on S. It 




should be noted that we have duplicated the point (K, K-, K+) in this 
figure to emphasize that S is essentially the Cartesian product of the two 
sublattices illustrated in Figure 3, 
K,Kz K,K- K,K’ ’ 
I 
j  K 
FIGURE 2 
The following lemma lists some elementary, 
need. 
LEMMA 1. (a) K,(G) = @ ifand only if G is bipartite. 
(b) K+(G) = A ifand only if j S+(a)1 < 1 for all a E V(G). 
(c) K-(G) = A if and o&y if j S-(a))/ < 1 for all a E V(G). 
(d) K,(G) = A if and only if G is either a directed pat,k QY a directed 
cycle. 
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i? K 
FIGURE 3 
(e) (KJ-isomorphisms preserve loops. 
(f) {K-, K+)-isomorphisms preserve multiple lines. 
(g) If CT is a (K, K&isomorphism of G onto H, then u is a {Kl , K,}- 
isomorphism of G onto H if and only if o and CT--~ preserve loops. 
@I Wl, K) = WI, &I. 
Proof. (a), (b), (c), (d), and (f) follow immediately from the definitions. 
(e) holds since 01 is a loop if and only if [a, a] E Kl . 
(g) The implication in one direction is immediate by (e). To prove 
the converse let [cx, p] E K,(G). If one of 01 or /3 is a loop than one of O(E) 
or u(p) is a loop, so [a(& o@)] E K,(H) in that case. If neither cy. or /3 is a 
loop, then [a, p] E K(G) - K,(G), so [a(~), U(P)] E K(H) - K,(H). Thus 
[u(ol>, +)I E KdH). Th e same holds for u-l so u is a (K,}-isomorphism. 
(h) Clearly {Kl , K} < {Kl , K,}, so let u be a {Kl, K)-isomorphism 
of G onto H. Now K, = (K - KJ U (Kl IT Kz). But [01, /?I E Kl CT K, if 
and only if 01 and ,!I are adjacent and at least one of them is a loop, i.e., if 
and only if [01, p] E K and either [ol, CX] E Kl or [/3, /3] E Kl . Thus 
[U(U), u(p)] E (K - KJ n (Kl n KJ = K, . The same holds for u-l, so 
u is a {Kl , K,}-isomorphism. 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
In the introduction we pointed out that the 96isomorphisms treated in 
this section are rather similar and rather close to being induced by iso- 
morphisms. Their common ground is rather well isolated in Lemma 3. 
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From it we easily see that {K, , K-, K+}-isomorphisms are precisely the 
92-isomorphisms induced by isomorphisms. 
LEMMA 2. Let 0 be a (Kl , K&isomorphbm of G onto H where G and 
are connected dipseudographs. Then for each k~ f V(G) there correspon 
at Keast one b E V(H) such that u(S+(a)) C S”(b) and &i’-(a)) _C S-‘-“(b) where 
tisooneof + or -, 
Proof. Suppose that o(S+(a)) p St(b) for any choice of b and t. Then, 
since a and u-l preserve loops, we have that cr((S - L)+(a)) $ (S - L)“(b) 
for any choice of b and t. Hence there must be lines a, ,!I, y E (S - 
such that {o.(a), a(P), +)} is the line set of a ditriangle. But this 
contradiction since in a ditriangle either none or two pan-s of its lines are 
in the Kz relation. Thus for each a E V(G) there is at least one b and a 
% E { +, -j such that a(S+(a)) _C P(b). By symmetry, a corresponding 
statement holds for S-(a). 
Thus, denying the conclusion of the lemma means that for some 
a E V(G) there are lines CL, & y E S(a) - L(a) for which exactly one pair 
is in the K, relation and for which (U(B), o@), O(Y)) is the line set of a 
ditriangle. As before this gives a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3. Let G and H be connected di~se~dogra~~s such that G and 
both have non-terminal points and let D be a EKES-isomorphism of G onto B-B 
that preserves clusters. Then there is an isomovphism CT* of G onto either H 
or H? such that CJ* induces (T in the first instaszce and aT in the second imtancs. 
Moreover, O* is an isomorphism of G onto H $0 is also a ( 
withR=K,f m,orR=K-fA,orR=Kf#A. 
ProoJ Since G and H have non-terminal points, we have that 
S(c) = S(d) if and only if c = c’ where c and c’ can be in G or in 
follows that the equation a(S(a)) = S(o*(a)), for a E V(G), determi 
well-defined one-to-one function U* of V(G) into V(H). 
Before showing that CT* is onto, we note that CT and u-l preserve loo 
For 01 is not a loop of G if and only if 01 E S(a) I? S(a’) for so 
pair of distinct points, a and a’, of G, or equivalently, if and only if 
~(a> E o(S(a) A S(a’)) with a # a’. But 
o(S(a) n S(a’)) = o(S(a)) n g(S(a’)) = S(a*(a)) n S(a*(a’)). 
Thus 01 is not a loop of G if and only if u(a) is not a loop af M. 
Suppose b E V(H). If E(H) = L(b), then E(G) = L(a) and ~*(a) = b. 
Otherwise, there is a line CL in G such that ~(01) E S(b) n S(b’) with b + b 
But then 01 E S(a) n S(a’> with a f a’ and so either ~*(a) = b or else 
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a*(~‘) = b. Thus u* is a one-to-one function from V(G) onto V(H) such 
that cr(S(a)) = S(a*(a)) and o@(u)) = L(a*(a)) for all a E V(G). 
Suppose that 
01, /3 E (S - L)+(u), y E (S - L)-(a), and CT(~) E (S - ,5)+(0*(a)). 
Then o(p) E (S - L)+(u*(a)) and u(y) E (S - ,5-(0*(a)), [01, y]tf K, , and o 
is a {KJ-isomorphism. This result, as well as the corresponding one 
obtained by assuming that 
are summarized by the statement that u((S - L)+(a)) = (S - L)t(u*(a)) 
and u((S - L)-(a)) = (S - L)-t(u*(a)) where t is either + or -. 
Suppose that a and a’ are distinct points of G such that 
and 
u((S - L)+(a)) = (S - L)+(u*(a)) 
u((S - L)+(d)) = (S - L)-(u”(a’)). 
We can clearly assume a and a’ are adjacent since this situation must exist 
for two adjacent points on a path between a and a’ (a path exists between 
a and a’ since G is connected) and there is no loss of generality if we 
assume there is a line 01 E (S - L)+(a) n (S - L)-(a’). But then we have 
U(U) E (S - L)f(u(a)) n (S - L)+(u*(a’)) with u*(a) # a*(~‘). This is 
clearly impossible, so we conclude that u preserves clusters in a consistent 
manner. 
Thus there is a t, equal to either + or -, such that u(S+(a)) = P(o*(Lz)) 
and u(S-(a)) = S-t(u*(u)) for all a E V(G). Hence u(S+(a) n S-(d)) = 
a(S+(a)) n u(S-(a’)) = P(u*(a)) n P(u*(a’)) for all a, a’ E V(G). It follows 
that u* is an isomorphism of G onto H that induces G when t = + and 
that u* is an isomorphism of G onto Hr that induces uT when t = -. 
If u is as in the last part of the lemma then the t above must be + so 
that u is induced by an isomorphism. 
THEOREM 1. Let u be a one-to-one function from E(G) onto E(H) where 
G and H are connected dipsetldographs. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) u is a {K, , Kf, K-)-isomorphism; 
(2) u is induced by an isomorphism of G onto H; 
(3) u and u-l preserve loops, multiple lines, parallel lines, and they 
preserve stars in a consistently positive manner; and 
(4) u preserves clusters in a consistently positive manner. 
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Proof. It is straightforward, from the definitions, to show that (2) implies 
(1) and (1) implies (3). W e will complete the proof by showin 
implies (4) and (4) implies (2). 
(3) implies (4). Let o be as in (3) and let a E V(G). Then c(S(a)) C S(b) 
for at least one b E V(H). 
If g(S(a)) _C S(b) n S(b’) with b f 6’ then a(S(a)) is a set of non 
parallel lines. Hence S(u) = a-l(a(S(u))) is also a set of non-loop pa 
lines and consequently a is a terminal point of G. Let a’ be the point 
adjacent to a. Without loss of generality we assume that o(S(a’)) _C S(i(b’). 
Now a-l(S(b)) C S(u) or o-l(S(b)) _C S(a’). If the former, then o(S(a)) = S(b) 
directly; if the latter, then S(b) C a(S(u’)) _C S(b’), SO 
u(S(U)) = S(b) n S(b’) = S(b). 
Thus g(S(a)) is a cluster in this case. 
If o(S(a)) _C S(b) and a(S(a)) $ S( c ) f or all c f b, then neither S(a) nor 
0(8(a)) is a set of parallel lines unless S(a) and S(b) consist of loops only, 
In either case we have a-l(S(b)) C S(a) and so c$S(a)) = S(b). 
Thus CJ preserves clusters, and in a consistently positive manner since 
clusters are stars. 
(4) implies (2). If G and H both have non-terminal points, then the 
desired conclusion follows from Lemma 3. If G has only terminal points, 
then it must consist of a set of parallel lines (and no loops) on two points. 
ut then one easily sees that the desired conclusion follows since CT 
preserves clusters in a consistently positive manner. 
THEOREM 2. If CT is a one-to-one function from E(G) onto E(H), where 
G and H are connected dipseudographs that both have bob-terminal points, 
then 
(A) the following conditions are equivalent if K,(G) # 
(1) u is a {Kl , K-, K+)-isomorphism ofG onto H; 
m o and 0-l preserve multiple lines and there is an isomorph~s~~ ~3 
of G onto i!? such that o(SGt(a)) = SHt(o*(a)) for all a E V(c) andfor each 
t E {i; -}, andsuch that cr* induces u 1 E(G); 
(3) CT and 0-l preserve Ioops, multiple lines, and stars; stars centered at 
non-terminal points are preserved in a consistently positive manner; 
(4) (;F and C-I preserve multiple lines and they preserve, in a consistently 
positive manner, clusters that are centered at tlon-tea~linal pointsl 
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(B) the following conditions are equivalent if K,(G) # o : 
(1) u is a {K, , K,)-isomorphism of G onto H, 
(2) there is an isomorphism u* of e onto I? such that o* induces CT j E(e) 
and such that u(Sot(a)) = SHt(o*(a)) for all a E V(e) and for all t E {+, -}; 
(3) (J and u-l preserve loops and stars; stars centered at points of e or 
I? are preserved in a consistently positive manner; 
(4) (T and 0-l preserve, in a consistenly positive manner, clusters that 
are centered at points of G and l? respectively; 
(C) the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) (T is a {KI , K,)-isomorphism of G onto H, 
(2) there is an isomorphism o* of G onto either B or i? such that in the 
first instance u* induces u 1 E(G) and o(Sat(a)) = SHt(o*(a)) for all 
t E {+, -} and for all a E V(e) and such that in the second instance u* 
induces uT 1 E(G) and @at(a)) = &‘(a*(a)) for all t E { +, -} and for all 
a E V(G); 
(3) u and 0-l preserve loops and stars; stars centered at non-terminal 
points are preserved in a consistent manner; 
(4) o and Q-I preserve, in a consistent manner, clusters centered at 
non-terminal points. 
Proof. We will prove (C) first so that it can be used in the proof of the 
other parts of the theorem. 
(C) It is clear that (2) implies (4) and that (4) implies (3). 
(3) implies (1). Let 01, j3 E S(a). By our hypothesis, we can assume a is 
a non-terminal point for otherwise S(a) C S(a’) for a’ a non-terminal point. 
But then (T(E) and U(P) have the same KI and K, relationships as 01 and ,8 
do since u preserve stars centered at non-terminal points in a consistent 
manner. By symmetry u-l also preserve KI and K, so u is a (KI , K& 
isomorphism. 
(1) implies (2). For each a E V(G) there corresponds, by Lemma 2, 
a b E V(H) such that u(S(a)) C S(b). But then, again by Lemma 2, there is 
an a’ E V(G) such that S(a) C a-l(S(b)) C S(a’). If a is non-terminal then 
a = a’, so a(S(a)) = S(b). Thus, if a is a non-terminal point of G, then 
there is a unique point of b of H such that u(S(a)) = S(b); moreover, b is 
non-terminal. Both of these assertions follow from the fact that 
S(b) # S(U) if b f b’. The same observations hold for m-l and hence for 
each non-terminal point b of H there is a unique non-terminal point a in 
G such that u(S(a)) = S(b) (namely, the a such that u-l(S(b)) = S(a)), 
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i.e., we have a one-to-one function o* from V(G) onto V(R) such that 
u(S&)) = &(~*(a)) for each a E V(C). From this we see that 0 and CT-~ 
preserve terminal lines, and G and B are clearly connected, so we can apply 
Lemma 3 (the case in which G has only terminal points is immediate since 
u is one-to-one). We conclude that O* is an isomorphism of G onto 
such that D* induces 0 1 E(G) in the first instance and it induces 
s.’ 1 E(G) in the second instance. Suppose that, as in the Hurst instance, 
cr(S$(a)) = S&O*(U)). Then, by Lemma 2, +,*(a>) = SHt(o*(a)) since 
o@(a)) = $(a*(~)). In a similar manner we get the other assertion of (2) 
if CT* induces Y / E(G). 
(A) Clearly (2) implies (4) and (4) implies (3). 
(I) imphes (2). By Lemma 1, u and 0-l preserve multiple lines. The 
latter option in part (2) of(C) is not possible since & f B. Hence we get 
the desired conclusion from part (2) of (C) since o is a (KI ) K&- 
isomorphism. 
(3) implies (1). Again by (C) we immediately have that u is a (Ki 9 KJ- 
isomorphism. Let [01, /3] E K+(G), say 01, p E S+(a). If a is a non-terminal 
point then cr(a), U(P) E S+(b) for some b. If o is a terminal point then a 
and ,8 are multiple lines so [~(a), U(P)] E K+(N) since G preserves multiple 
lines. In this manner we see that a and 0-l preserve K- and X+. 
(B) It is clear that (2) implies (4) and (4) implies (3). 
(3) implies (I). Since V(G) C Y(e) and V(R) Z V(A) we have, by (C), 
that D is a (KI , K&isomorphism. Let [a, ,Q E K, , say a E S-(a) and 
/I E §+(a>. Then a E V(e), so ~(a) E S-(b) and c@) E S+(b) for some 
b E V(H). By symmetry 0-l also preserves K,, . 
(I) implies (2). Since K, # o the second option of part (2) of (~2) is 
impossible for U, so, since Q is a (KI , KJ-isomorphism, there is an iso- 
morphism 0’ of % onto H such that cr’ induces ci j E(e) and SLICK that 
~(&~(a)) = SJ(o’(a)) for all t E (+, -) and for ail a E V(G). But, since 
0 is a (KO}-isomorphism, it is now clear that Q’ can be extended to an ico- 
morphism o.* of G onto I? as specified in (2). 
COROLLARY. Let G and H be connected d@seudographs that both have 
norm-terminalpoints. Then 
(A) if (3 is a (Kl , K-, K+)-isomorphism of G onto H and, if neither G nor 
H has a non-terminal point that is adjacent to both a terminal source arti7 
a terminal sink, then G is isomorphic to If; if K,(G) f A, then the9 are 
isomorphic via an isomorphism that induces o; 
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(B) if u is a {K, , K,}-isomorphism of G onto H and if each non-terminal 
point of G, and of H, is adjacent to at most one terminal source and at most 
one terminal sink, then G is isomorphic to either H or HT; if K,(G) f O, 
then G is isomorphic to H via an isomorphism that induces cr; 
(C) if (T is a {KI , K,)-isomorphism of G onto H and if each non-terminal 
point of G is incident with at most one terminal line, then G is isomorphic 
to either H or HT; in theJirst instance the isomorphism induces 0 and in the 
second instance the isomorphism induces 0”. 
Proof. (A) If K,(G) # d then (A) follows immediately from (A) of 
the theorem. If K,(G) = d, then, by Lemma 1, G is either a directed path 
a directed cycle. Similarly for H since K,(H) = d and clearly G and Hare 
isomorphic. Moreover, if the isomorphism does not induce U, then it does 
induce uT from G onto HT. 
(B) and (C) follow from the theorem in the same manner. (B) follows 
from (C) if KO = 0. 
Remarks. A number of remarks seem to be in order at this time. The 
first one concerns the corollary, while the next four deal with the cases 
excluded by the hypothesis of Theorem 2. These are minor cases and were 
excluded to simplify the statement of Theorem 2. 
(1) The results in the corollary are the best possible: e.g., if G has a 
non-terminal point that is adjacent to two terminal sinks then there is a 
dipseudograph H and a {K,, , K,}-isomorphism u of G onto H such that 
the conclusion of (B) fails (see Figure lb). 
(2) If G and H only have terminal points, then G and H are loopless 
dipseudgraphs on two points. In this case it is clear that a (KI, Kz}- 
isomorphism is induced by an isomorphism. 
(3) If 0 is a {KI , K,}-isomorphism of G onto H, G has non-terminal 
points, and H has only terminal points, then E(G) = S(a) for some 
a E V(G). The other possibility is that G is a dipseudotriangle. But then G 
contains a ditriangle with lines 01, /3, and y and either none or two of the 
pairs of these lines are in the KS relationship while either one or three 
pairs of lines from {o(a), (T(P), o(y)} are in the K, relationship. 
It is then clear that there is a point b E V(H) such that o(St(a)) = St(b) 
for t E {+, -}. Thus, with b playing a role like a non-terminal point, we 
get even better results than in the theorem. 
(4) If (T is a {K}-isomorphism of G onto H, K,(G) = d(G), 
K,(H) = d(H), and G H both have non-terminal points, then there is an 
isomorphism CT* of G onto either H or H’ such that in the first instance u* 
induces o and in the second instance 0% induces or. For, by Lemma 1, G 
and fQ are either directed paths or they are directed cycles and it is clear 
that there is such a function u*. 
(5) If 0 is a {K)-isomorphism of G onto N, K,(G) = K&Y) = @Y 
and G and H both have non-terminal points, then we do not get as good 
a result as in (B) of Theorem 2 since we no longer know that stars are 
preserved in a consistently positive manner; we only know now that they 
are preserved in a consistent manner. Thus the best we can say is that G 
and N are bipartite and that the conditions in (C) of Theorem 2 
hold. 
(6) We have not dealt at all with (K, , KS , KC-}-, (K,, , KZ , Kr)-, 
(KI , xi, , K-}-, or (Kl , KS , K+}-isomorphism because the results would 
be so similar to, and follow immediately from, those in Theorem 2. 
(7) Since we have been emphasizing the similarities among tke four 
g-isomorphism treated in this section it is probably a good idea to remind 
ourselves that considerable variations are still possible. For example, 
if E(G) = {a, P, ~1, K(G) = {[a, PI, 8 rl>, f&(9 = Ilag rl> and g is a 
(Kl , K&isomorphism of G onto H, then there are 9 different possibilities 
for H, and 6 of these 9 are pairwise non-isomorphic. 
4. {K,K,),(K; K-, K+}, AND ~~~-ISOMO~~~IS~S 
Since the (K)-isomorphisms considered in the last section were all 
(K1 , K&isomorphisms they all preserved loops and stars; moreover, they 
preserved stars centered at non-terminal points in a consistent manner. 
In this section we will see that {K, K,)-isomorphisms do not need to have 
any of these characteristics. However, from part (h) of Lemma 1, we see 
that a (K, K,}-isomorphism can fail to preserve a star centered at a only if 
it also fails to preserve a loop at a. It thus behooves us to find the ways 
in which a (K, K,)-isomorphism can fail to preserve loops. Figures 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, and 9 illustrate some ways that this can happen. The following 
analysis will show that these are essentially the only ways it can happen, 
FIGURE 4 
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For convenience, we let L,(u) = (a E E(G) : a is a loop at ais 
&(a) = (/I E E(G) : [a, /I] E K(G)), and M,(a) = (/? E E(G) : LY. and /3 are 
multiple lines). If no confusion can arise we will suppress the subscript. 
Let u be a (K, K,}-isomorphism of G onto E-l: and suppose that a: is a line 
of G such that 01 is a loop but O(E) is not a loop. 
Wow o(A(ol)) = A(a(ol)) since (3 is a jR}-isomorphism. Thus f&4(13)) is 
either a star or the line set of a dipseudotriangle. 
Suppose A(o(ol)) is the line set of dipseudotrian~le on the point set 
(b, b’, b”) and that O{CX) E S(b) n S(b’). Moreover, let /3, y E S(a) sue 
(a(a), o@), o(y)) is the line set of a ditriangle. Since [OI, /3], [cv? r] E KS 
we must have [U(E), c@)], [O(U), O(Y)] E K2 e Thus [c@), o(y)] $ K2 and so 
[;B, r] $ K2 . Therefore we can assume that 01 E L(a), /3 E (S - L)+(a), and 
y E (S - L)-(a). 
Let 6 E (S - L)+(a). Then [IX, 61, [p, 6] E K, while [S, y] $ K2 . 
conclude that u(6) is a multiple of r&3). In a similar manner we obtain 
tag) = M(a(o~)), u((S - L)+(u)) = M(o@)), and CJ((S - L)-(a)) = 
5 . 
There are three possibilities: 
(a) If E(G) = S(a), then G and H are as one of the pairs illustrated 
in Figure 4. 
(b) If E(G) -S(a) f o and if /I and y are not parallel, then G and kp are 
as one of the pairs illustrated in Figure 5. For let 6 E (E(G) - S(a)) n A@). 
Then u(6) E A(u(y)). Hence, 6 E A@) n A(y) and 8 $ A(U). Moreover, 
f/4 a [Y, 616 & since at least one of [0(/3)~ o(S)] or [a(y), 0(S)] is in K2 I 
Hence, ~$3) is a loop, A@) = (S - L)+(a), and M(y) = (S - L)-(a). 
(c) If E(G) -S(a) + D and if j3 and y are parallel lines, then G and 
are as one of the pairs illustrated in Figure 6. For, by the last case: 
(S - L)+(a) = M@), (S - L)-(a) = M(y), and, if p E S(a) n S(a’) with 
ccz f a’, then clearly o(S(u’)) = S(b”). 
That exhausts the possibilities if A(a(ol)) is the line set of a dipseudo- 
triangle. 
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Suppose next that a(S(u)) = a(A(a)) = A(cr(~)) is a star centered at b. 
Let o(a) E S(b) n S(V) for b # b’. Then S(b’) _C A(cr(a)) 2 S(b), so b’ is a 
terminal point of H and o(S(u)) = S(b). If ~(a) E S+(b) n S-(b’) and 
P E S(a) then b, PI E: & , so [a(a), 0(/3)] E K2 . But b’ is terminal, so 
@) E S+(b). That is, S(b) = S+(b) if C(CX) ES+(b) and similarly S(b) = S-(b) 
if u(a) E S-(b). Since a(S(u)) = S(b), we likewise have that S(a) is either 
S+(u) or S-(a). Such a situation is illustrated in Figures 7 and 8. If we add 
the possibility that we might have 01 not a loop but (s(a) a loop then we 
see that S(u) = S+(u) or S-(u), o(S(u)) = S(b), S(b) = S+(b) or S-(b), and 
G takes the loops and terminal lines at a onto the loops and terminal lines 
at b. One such case is illustrated in Figure 9. 
CONCLUSION. Let CJ be a {K, K,}-isomorphism of G onto H. Modify G 
and Has follows: (a) if 01 is a loop of G and ~(a) is not a loop, then coalesce. 
in H, the end-points of ~(a); and (b) if 01 is not a loop but ~(a) is a loop, 
then coalesce the end-points of 01. Let e and A be the modified dipseudo- 
graphs and let 8 the corresponding line function. Then, by (h) of Lemma 1 
and the preceding analysis, we see that B is a (& , K,}-isomorphism. Thus 
a (K, K,}-isomorphism differs from a {Kr , K,}-isomorphism only in the 
manner illustrated in Figures 4 through 9, where loops are not preserved. 
{K, K-, K+}-isomorphisms are related to {K1 , K-, K+}-isomorphisms in 
a similar way since all the situations illustrated in Figures 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
and 9 can happen except that we now have [(~(a), Q(/?)] E K+ for all 
P E (S - 0+@4, b(44Y)l E K- f or all y E (S - L)-(u), and 0 preserving 
multiple lines. 
We will not give an analysis of {K}-isomorphisms and their relation to 
isomorphisms since this has already been done by Hemminger [l]. Suffice 
it to remark that the results are similar to those for {K, K,)-isomorphisms 
only with a few more exceptional types and, of course, without regard 
to orientation of lines. 
5. k30T0~1Es 
The concept of isotopy for dipseudographs is defined analogously to 
isotopy for loops (e.g., see page 47 of 131). Two dipseudographs G and H 
are isotopic if there are one-to-one functions, 4 and w, of V(G) onto V(H) 
such that j S+(u) n S-(a’)1 = / S+(#(u)) n S-(~(a’))/ for all a, a’ E V(G). 
If # = w  then # is an isomorphism of G onto H, so isomorphism is a 
special case of isotopy. The relation of being isotopic is evidently an 
equivalence relation. 
From the definition, one suspects that isotopies should be related to 
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line functions. The following theorem shows that that is in fact the case. 
Simple examples will show that the (K-, K’)-isomorphism of the tb~or~~ 
need not be a (K, K-, K+}-isomorphism. 
THEOREM 3. G and H are isotopic dipse~d~g~aphs zy and only z@’ they 
have the same cardinal number of sinks and the same cardinal number q,f 
sources, and they are (K-, Kf)-isomorphic 
Proof. Suppose that G and H are isotopic via the functions # and w. 
Then z$ and w  induce a one-to-one function, which we denote by ($, w), 
of E(G) onto E(H) such that 
($I, w)@+(a) n S(a’)) = s+(#(a)) n S-(w(a’)) for ah a, a’ E V(G). 
Zt follows that (Z/J, CO) is a {K-, K+)-isomorphism of G onto H. This equation 
also shows that a is a sink if and only if #(a) is a sink and that a’ is a solute 
if and only if w(a’) is a source. 
Conversely, suppose that (T is a (K-, K+)-isomorphism of G onto H an 
that and H have the same cardinal number of sinks and the same 
cardinal number of sources. Let OL E S+(a), i.e., a is not a sink of 6. The 
o(,Y+(a)) C S+(b) for some b E V(G). Obviously, b is ~uniquely determine 
y a and a(S+(a)) = S+(b) (since o-l@+(b)) C S+(a)). So we define 4 of 
V(G) into V(H) by o(S+(a)) = S+($(a)) if a is not a sink and we let $I be 
any one-to-one function from the sinks of G onto t’he sinks of H. Clearly 
$I is one-to-one and onto. And if we define o in a similar manner, o 
relative to sources, then j S+(a) n S-(a’)1 = j n(P(a)) n o(S-(a’)) j = 
j 5’+($(a)) n s(w(a’))!. So G and H are isotopic. 
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